Letters

Lawyers at Leisure

I am compelled to write and express my kudos for this article (The Lawyers of Endless Summer, August 2016). As a surfer of forty-three years and an attorney of twenty-nine years, and particularly having travelled to Central America with Bob Morecock, Don Clark, and Jeff Breit, I greatly appreciated the mature and thoughtful treatment of the friendship between these dedicated surfers who all happen to be accomplished lawyers. All too often, articles about surfers intended for a general reading audience, particularly those written by non-surfers, resort to worn out clichés and tired stereotypes. It was indeed gratifying to finish this piece without encountering a single “dude,” “hang ten,” or “cowabunga.”

The surfer in me also appreciated you taking the space to run the (very respectable) surf shots of each of the boys. These guys not only know their way around a courtroom, they know what they’re doing in the ocean as well.

Steven P. Letourneau
Virginia Beach